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Pierre Hardy tapped Victor Cruz for a collaboration. Image credit: Pierre Hardy

 
By ST AFF REPORT S

French footwear label Pierre Hardy is working with former football player Victor Cruz to create a line of limited-
edition luxury sneakers.

An early adopter of the luxury sneaker trend, Pierre Hardy is working with the sports star on a men's line dubbed
V.C.I. Several shoe designers have worked with household names on special-edition collections, allowing them to
raise their profile with a broader audience.

Footwear fans
Mr. Cruz was a wide receiver for the New York Giants, and helped the team win the Super Bowl in 2012. He has since
retired and joined ESPN as an analyst.

Teasing the upcoming launch, Pierre Hardy has shared footage from its studio, as Mr. Cruz shows his enthusiasm
for the line and goes through material swatches.

The collection will be available in three color ways, with an "all-terrain sole."
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View this post on Instagram

 

PIERRE HARDY AND VICTOR CRUZ ARE THRILLED TO ANNOUNCE THEIR LIMITED EDITION SNEAKER COLLABORATION
LAUNCHING SOON STAY TUNED TO BE THE FIRST TO SHOP OUR V.C.I SNEAKERS MORE DETAILS AT THE LINK IN BIO
@teamvic #PIERREHARDYxVICTORCRUZ #VC1 #PIERREHARDY #VICTORCRUZ

A post shared by PIERRE HARDY (@pierrehardy) on Apr 19, 2019 at 9:01am PDT

Instagram post from Pierre Hardy

Italian footwear label Giuseppe Zanotti similarly transitioned pop star Jennifer Lopez from brand devotee to
designer for a capsule collection of shoes and accessories.

Combining the brand's signature aesthetic with Ms. Lopez's personal style, the collection featured everything from
crystal-studded peep-toe booties to snakeskin gladiator sandals. Available from January 2017, Giuseppe for Jennifer
Lopez retailed at Neiman Marcus, Bergdorf Goodman, Saks Fifth Avenue, Nordstrom and Giuseppe Zanotti stores in
the United States, as well as select stores around the world (see story). 

According to a new report from BCG and Altagamma, footwear and particularly sneakers are some of the most
popularly purchased items from collaborations (see story).
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